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Russia blames space station lab incident on software failure
By Daria Litvinova - Associated Press
MOSCOW (AP) — A Russian space official on Friday blamed a software problem on
a newly docked science lab that briefly knocked the International Space Station out of
position.

Provided by Associated Press In this photo taken by Russian cosmonaut Oleg
Novitsky and provided by Roscosmos Space Agency Press Service, the Nauka module
is seen prior to docking with the International Space Station on Thursday, July 29,
2021. The newly arrived Russian science lab briefly knocked the International Space
Station out of position Thursday when it accidentally fired its thrusters. For 47
minutes, the space station lost control of its orientation when the firing occurred a
few hours after docking, pushing the orbiting complex from its normal configuration.
The station's position is key for getting power from solar panels and or
communications. Communications with ground controllers also blipped out twice for
a few minutes. (Roscosmos Space Agency Press Service photo via AP)
The space station lost control of its orientation for 47 minutes on Thursday, when
Russia's Nauka science lab accidentally fired its thrusters a few hours after docking,
pushing the orbiting complex from its normal configuration. The station’s position is
key for getting power from solar panels and or communications. Communications
with ground controllers also blipped out twice for a few minutes.
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2021. The newly arrived Russian science lab briefly knocked the International Space
Station out of position Thursday when it accidentally fired its thrusters. For 47
minutes, the space station lost control of its orientation when the firing occurred a
few hours after docking, pushing the orbiting complex from its normal configuration.
The station's position is key for getting power from solar panels and or
communications. Communications with ground controllers also blipped out twice for
a few minutes. (Roscosmos Space Agency Press Service photo via AP)
Vladimir Solovyov, flight director of the space station's Russian segment, blamed the
incident on a “short-term software failure.” In a statement released by the Russian
space agency Roscosmos on Friday, Solovyov said that because of the failure, a direct
command to turn on the lab's engines was mistakenly implemented.
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He added that the incident was “quickly countered by the propulsion system” of
another Russian component at the station and “at the moment, the station is in its
normal orientation” and all its systems “are operating normally.”
NASA said Thursday that the incident moved 45 degrees out of attitude, about
one-eighth of a complete circle, but the complex was never spinning, there was no
immediate damage or danger to the crew.
The incident caused NASA to postpone a repeat test flight for Boeing’s crew capsule
that had been set for Friday afternoon from Florida. It will be Boeing’s second
attempt to reach the 250-mile-high (400-kilomter-high) station before putting
astronauts on board. Software problems botched the first test.
Russia’s long-delayed 22-ton (20-metric-ton) lab called Nauka arrived earlier
Thursday, eight days after it launched from the Russian launch facility in Baikonur,
Kazakhstan.
The launch of Nauka, which will provide more room for scientific experiments and
space for the crew, had been repeatedly delayed because of technical problems. It
was initially scheduled to go up in 2007.
In 2013, experts found contamination in its fuel system, resulting in a long and costly
replacement. Other Nauka systems also underwent modernization or repairs.
Stretching 43 feet (13 meters) long, Nauka became the first new compartment for the
Russian segment of the outpost since 2010. On Monday, one of the older Russian units,
the Pirs spacewalking compartment, undocked from the station to free up room for the
new lab.
Nauka will require many maneuvers, including up to 11 spacewalks beginning in
early September, to prepare it for operation. According to Solovyov, on Friday the
crew was busy equalizing the pressure in Nauka and planned to open the hatch to the
lab later in the day.
The space station is currently operated by NASA astronauts Mark Vande Hei, Shane
Kimbrough and Megan McArthur; Oleg Novitsky and Pyotr Dubrov of Russia’s
Roscosmos space corporation; Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency astronaut
Akihiko Hoshide and European Space Agency astronaut Thomas Pesquet.

In 1998, Russia launched the station’s first compartment, Zarya, which was followed
in 2000 by another big piece, Zvezda, and three smaller modules in the following
years. The last of them, Rassvet, arrived at the station in 2010.
___
Seth Borenstein in Kensington, Maryland, and Vladimir Isachenkov in Moscow,
contributed to this report.

House OK’s hiring illegal migrants on staff, fattens budget 21%
Paul Bedard - Examiner
Illegal migrants let in during the Obama era and long promised amnesty by
Democrats have been cleared to work for House members as part of a massive budget
approved this week on a party-line vote.

Provided by Washington Examiner. Liberal members led by Rep. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez heralded the $4.8 billion bill, which she said included a 21% increase
for staffing.
Washington Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton gave it two thumbs up because it also
cleared the way for scooters on Capitol Hill and permitted the locals to sled there
after snowstorms. Norton called it a “salute to D.C. residents, who should have full
use of the complex, one of the best parks in the District.”
The bill funds House and Capitol operations, including the Capitol Police, which
would receive $603.9 million — a 17% boost over last year, during which the
pro-Trump protest occurred. The funding would cover unfunded overtime from that
crisis.
A Senate version has yet to pass. The House bill passed 215-207 with just one GOP
vote.
One unusual element of the legislation is the approval of allowing members and
House offices to hire “Dreamers,” those allowed into the country during the Obama

administration under the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. There are an
estimated 800,000 people in the program.
During the Trump administration, liberal efforts to grant the illegal immigrants
amnesty were stalled. President Joe Biden has promised to grant them a path to
citizenship.
The vote came two weeks after a federal judge ruled that the Obama DACA program
was illegal, ending applications into it and putting the citizenship status of
"Dreamers" into doubt.
The bill would also expand pay for interns.
"I am also pleased that we are helping ensure our workforce reflects the diversity of
our nation, including by increasing funding for paid internships and allowing DACA
recipients to work in the halls of Congress,” said Ohio Democratic Rep. Tim Ryan,
who leads the legislative appropriations subcommittee.
Ocasio-Cortez was one of several House members who pushed for the staffing
increase and funding to bring in a more diverse workforce.
“Last night, Congress passed the 21% increase we asked for back in June. This is an
important step towards retaining staff, increasing Hill diversity & growing the
practice of paid internships,” she tweeted.
The bill did not raise pay levels for House members or leaders.

Afghan warlords: Back to the future?
James Durso (opinion contributor) - The Hill
If you consider who will have the upper hand in Afghanistan - the government, the
Taliban, or the warlords? - the correct answer is "all of the above."
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After NATO's retreat from Afghanistan, the country will almost certainly experience a
surge of violence as the various factions compete for power. The U.S. and its allies
are committed to supporting the central government in Kabul - which most of
Afghanistan's minority ethnic groups think favors the Pashtuns - but many of the
institutions the West created are weak.
The U.S. may have to rely on the warlord-led tribal militias to augment the
300,000-man Afghan National Defense and Security Forces in the fight against the
Taliban. In addition, the militias can support the Central Intelligence Agency as it
attempts to collect information on potential terror threats to the U.S.
Many militias have a reputation for trafficking in narcotics and abusing civilians, so
the U.S. will have to proceed cautiously. But caution will be needed on both sides, as
America's hasty midnight departure from Bagram Airfield diminished its credibility as
a partner. Failing to ensure the Afghan military had an adequate supply of smart
bombs won't help the U.S. reputation either.
This will be a unique case of the principal-agent problem, where the American
principal has little credibility and no way to motivate or police the agent other than
money and arms - or the old standbys, sanctions and indictments. And the principal's
representative will be barricaded in a secure compound in Kabul, unable to travel the
country to enforce America's writ.
The U.S. can influence the transactional relationship by providing resources, but the
militias may also "self-fund," that is, levy taxes or traffic in narcotics, diluting the
principal's influence with the potential for bad PR to boot. And if an "American"
militia traffics drugs to Russia, Moscow will act, and those "Russian bounty" stories
may become more than an urban legend.
And the U.S. may have to compete for influence with Russia, China, Pakistan, Iran,
Turkey, India, and the Central Asian countries. These regional powers and neighbors
of Afghanistan have more at risk than far-away America and Europe - and their
interests may not complement Washington's desires for the future of the Kabul central
government and the country.
And the local powers have other priorities: Pakistan will want to continue its
campaign against India; China will wish to secure its Belt and Road Initiative
interests; and Russia will want to ensure the unrest doesn't encourage the flow of
experienced jihadis to the Northern Caucasus or drugs to metropolitan Russia.
S. officials will hate a bidding war with Russia, China, or Pakistan as they
prefer managed competition with a "level playing field" and "guardrails." And Russia
and China may use the Collective Security Treaty Organization and the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization to influence the struggle, further complicating the U.S.
diplomatic and security response.
The warlords will be wise not to accept U.S. "assurances" as the hail-fellow-well-met
diplomats, soldiers, and spooks fade away when the prosecutors show up, mumbling
something about the "rule of law," when - and its "when" not "if" - some of the
militias transgress.

The U.S. intemperately declared it wouldn't abandon Afghanistan, and its enthusiasm
for central government institutions will hobble its interactions with the warlords, who
may find lucrative relationships with countries more focused on ends than means, and
not robotically creating central government institutions, something alien to the
country's political culture, and the warlords' interests.
Will the Kabul government have a realistic view of dealing with the warlords? Maybe,
as last year it promoted a notorious warlord, Abdul Rashid Dostum, to be Marshall in
the Afghan National Army (ANA) as part of a power-sharing deal.
Dostum is an example of the connections and past-relationships that will complicate
the U.S. strategy: Dostum was trained by the Soviet KGB and worked in the Afghan
communist government before he defected to the mujahedin; after the rise of the
Taliban he sided with the Northern Alliance; in 2001, he joined the U.S.-led campaign
against the Taliban, and he later served as deputy defense minister and a Marshall in
the Afghan National Army; he has lived in exile in Pakistan and Afghanistan, and
"has been backed over the years by the Soviet Union, Iran, Turkey, Uzbekistan,
Russia, and the United States," all of whom will want to secure his loyalty, to the
fleeting extent that's possible.
And the warlords have changed their business model from ruthless thuggery to
provider of public services or patronage, defender of ethnic identity, and exploiter of
the state-building process through reconstruction contracts or ministerial positions.
As such, they have secured local legitimacy at odds with Western notions that don't
recognize tribal society or patrimonialism as anything but speed-bumps on the road
to modernity.
The warlords may prove more adaptable in the changing political and military
landscape than the West, and why not? They and their kinsmen are the ones who will
die if they err, not anyone in Washington, D.C. or Brussels.
America's diplomats, generals, and spooks will have their work cut out for them as
they struggle to keep the "Warlords 2.0" onside and contain the looming civil war
from spilling over the borders to Central Asia, Iran, China, and Pakistan, who will
blame Washington if worse turns to worst.
(James Durso (@james_durso) is the Managing Director of Corsair LLC, a supply
chain consultancy. He was a professional staff member at the 2005 Defense Base
Closure and Realignment Commission and the Commission on Wartime Contracting
in Iraq and Afghanistan. Mr. Durso served as a U.S. Navy officer for 20 years and
specialized in logistics and security assistance. His overseas military postings were in
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, and he served in Iraq as a civilian transport advisor with
the Coalition Provisional Authority. He served afloat as Supply Officer of the
submarine USS SKATE SSN-578).

Joe Manchin Viewed Negatively By a Third of Democrats Amid Filibuster Opposition:
Poll
Julia Marnin - Newsweek
Democratic Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia is viewed negatively by a third
of Democrats because of his opposition to changing the Senate's filibuster rule,
according to a new poll from the Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs
Research.

Alex Wong/Getty Images A new poll shows a third of Democrats view Democratic Sen.
Joe Manchin negatively amid his opposition to changing the Senate filibuster rule. In
this photo, Manchin speaks to members of the press after a weekly Senate Democratic
Policy Luncheon at the US Capitol on July 27, 2021 in Washington, DC.
In contrast, around two in 10 Democrats surveyed out of 1,308 adults through July
15-19 have a positive view of Manchin. He previously said he would not vote to
"weaken or eliminate the filibuster" that permits Republicans to block bills that have
not garnered 60 votes, the AP reported.
Baron Walker, 43, from West Virginia, is critical of the senator, but said: "I don't see
any scenario where I'd vote anything other than Democrat."
The AP-NORC poll used a sample from NORC's probability-based AmeriSpeak Panel
that is meant to represent U.S. citizens as a whole.
Six months into Democrats' unified control of Washington, most Democrats are on
board with President Joe Biden and where he's trying to take the country — even if
they're divided on how to get there.
The poll from The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research finds 6
in 10 Democrats say they're optimistic about their party's future, and Democrats
nearly universally — 92 percent — approve of the way Biden is handling his job. The
Democratic president is viewed favorably by both liberals and moderates.

But the party is divided over the best strategy for accomplishing its agenda. About
half say Democrats should compromise with Republicans, even if it means giving up
things they want. The other half say Democrats should stick to their positions no
matter what, even if it means they would have to find a way to pass laws without
Republican support.
The numbers reflect a division playing out on Capitol Hill, as Biden and other
Democratic leaders prioritize a bipartisan infrastructure bill over other Democratic
initiatives less ripe for compromise — including voting rights, immigration and
climate change. Although Biden has faced criticism over the strategy, the numbers
suggest even displeased Democrats aren't turning on him.
"He's started an agenda that, if he succeeds, will move us forward so much and help
most people," said Anjanette Anderson, a 47-year-old Democrat in Fort Walton
Beach, Florida. But Anderson argued party leaders shouldn't let Republican
opposition slow them down. "Republicans didn't want to work across the aisle time
and time again," she said of recent years. "If we're going to continue to move in a
direction that helps the many instead of the few, Democrats are going to have to
push."
Despite the strong approval for Biden and two-thirds of Democrats saying the country
is headed in the right direction, the poll finds 53 percent of Democrats say they are
pessimistic about U.S. politics generally. Just 27 percent say they are optimistic,
while another 19 percent hold neither view.
Interviews with Democratic voters show those concerns are rooted in a deep distrust
of Republicans, especially in the wake of the Jan. 6 attack on the Capitol by
supporters of then-President Donald Trump as Congress convened to certify Biden's
victory.
Those Democrats cast the GOP as a threat to democracy. They pointed especially to
Republican obstruction of federal election and voting rights bills, the lack of GOP
participation in an official inquiry into the Jan. 6 insurrection and the struggle to
pass an infrastructure program -- though a bipartisan breakthrough on infrastructure
could now be on the cusp of clearing the 50-50 Senate.
"We could have another Jan. 6 kind of event" after the next presidential election,
Anderson said. "Or we could have states that just say, 'Hey, we know how our people
voted, but we're going to give our electoral votes to another guy anyway.' That's
scary."
The poll comes after a relative honeymoon period at the outset of Biden's presidency.
Democrats passed a nearly $2 trillion pandemic response package without any
Republican votes, and the administration, working with state governments,
dramatically expanded distribution of COVID-19 vaccines developed while Trump
was in office.
Democrats interviewed by the AP cited those accomplishments, along with displacing
Trump's bombastic leadership style, as reasons for their optimism about the party.

Diana Hilburn, a 56-year-old in College Park, Georgia, a suburb of Atlanta, praised
the health insurance aid included in the American Rescue Plan.
"I was able to get on an exchange plan because of that," she said, recounting how she
lost health insurance after being laid off as an Atlanta airport shuttle driver at the
outset of the coronavirus pandemic. She didn't qualify for Medicaid because Georgia
is one of 12 Republican-run states that still hasn't expanded Medicaid since
Democrats passed the Affordable Care Act in 2010.
Hilburn hasn't been rehired for her driver job yet, but she's confident about the
economy long term and Democrats' stewardship of it. Still, she warned there's no
guarantee of success for all Americans, including those who've found work.
"Everything's picking up, but so many places want to pay $9 an hour, $10 an hour -and my rent is up to $650 a month. A lot of folks have to pay more than that," she said
of businesses around her in Clayton County.
That's why Hilburn doesn't think Democrats should waste time trying to compromise
with Republicans in Congress. She noted that Democrats want to raise the minimum
wage to $15 an hour but face GOP opposition and that many Republican governors,
including her own, suspended weekly unemployment insurance boosts Congress
initially approved during the pandemic.
"Do what they've been doing to us. Just move it through," said Hilburn, noting
Sen. Mitch McConnell's success in blocking Democratic priorities as minority leader
and speeding through judicial confirmations when he had a GOP Senate majority.
"Voters," Hilburn said, "will understand" a Democratic turnabout.
Eric Staab, a 43-year-old Democrat who teaches high school government in Topeka,
Kansas, argues for a less confrontational approach. "We're just so angry and divided
and partisan," said Staab. Democratic leaders should "have hard deadlines" for
"good-faith negotiations," he said, but "you have to put out the olive branch."
So far, Democrats remain positive in their assessments of the party's leadership on
Capitol Hill. Besides high ratings for Biden, 81 percent of Democrats have a
favorable view of Vice President Kamala Harris. They're more likely to have a
favorable than unfavorable opinion of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (67 percent to 23
percent) and Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (53 percent to 16 percent).
Party faithful, meanwhile, more harshly assess Manchin. About half of Democrats say
they don't know enough to say their opinion on Manchin. "It's one thing to watch the
Republicans do this, but now we have Joe Manchin out there basically helping them,"
said Walter Russell of Olanta, South Carolina, referring to the blockade of
Democrats' agenda.
A 70-year-old military veteran, Russell described himself as a moderate but argued
the GOP has escalated its opposition beyond acceptable levels. "I don't understand
how Manchin doesn't see that," he said.

But in Manchin's home state, Walker, a Democrat from Davisville, summed up the
political calculations that Democrats are depending on: Democratic voters aren't
likely to blame them first.
Walker is critical of Manchin but far more so of Republicans. Lies about the results of
the 2020 elections have done "lasting damage" to democracy, he said.
"There's so many conspiracy theories around everything," he said.
The margin of sampling error for all respondents in the poll is plus or minus 3.7
percentage points.

Andrew Harnik/AP Photo President Joe Biden speaks to members of the media before
boarding Marine One on the South Lawn of the White House in Washington,
Thursday, July 29, 2021, for a short trip to Walter Reed National Military Medical
Center in Bethesda, Md., where he will join first lady Jill Biden who will undergo a
procedure to remove an object from her left foot. Andrew Harnik/AP Photo

Facebook whistleblower turned down $64G severance package that would have
bought her silence: report
Michael Ruiz - FOX Business
Data scientist Sophie Zhang said she found coordinated inauthentic behavior linked
to governments in numerous countries. Former Facebook data scientist turned
whistleblower Sophie Zhang, who was fired from the social media giant last year,
turned down a $64,000 severance package that would have bought her silence,
according to a new report.
In a rare interview with MIT Technology Review, an independent publication owned
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Zhang revealed new details about
trading her career for her beliefs to expose allegations of worldwide political
manipulation.

"I was the only one in this position of responsibility from the start," she told the
magazine. "And someone had to take the responsibility and do the utmost to protect
people." But while it was her job to uncover such activity, she had no way to crack
down on it once she found it, she said.

video
Facebook fires 52 employees for spying
Fox News contributor John Meyer discusses Facebook spying scandal on ‘Fox
Business Tonight’ "Everyone agreed that it was terrible," she told the publication.
"No one could agree who should be responsible, or even what should be done."
Zhang, who told the magazine that she is autistic, explained that the ordeal left her
frustrated and, as a result, in declining mental health.
"I have no talent for persuasion and convincing," she said. "If I were someone born
with a silver tongue, perhaps I could have made changes."
In an explosive memo first reported by Buzzfeed News in September 2020, she
claimed that world leaders used fake accounts for political gain as Facebook looked
away – allegedly misleading their own citizens and drowning out critics.
She wrote that she had found evidence showing Brazilian and Indian lawmakers had
received millions of fake interactions during election season. The government of
Azerbaijan used thousands of fake pages to combat opposition. And the Spanish
Health Ministry benefitted from collaborative manipulation during the coronavirus
pandemic, although it remains unclear who was responsible. And those were just
some examples.
"I know that I have blood on my hands by now," she wrote in the memo.
Facebook has denied the claims.

vido
President Biden thinks conservatives on Facebook are the problem: NY Post columnist
Miranda Devine discusses Biden walking back his comment that Facebook is killing
people on 'Fox Business Tonight'
"We’ve built specialized teams, working with leading experts, to stop bad actors from
abusing our systems, resulting in the removal of more than 100 networks for
coordinated inauthentic behavior," Facebook said at the time.
"It’s highly involved work that these teams do as their full-time remit. Working
against coordinated inauthentic behavior is our priority, but we’re also addressing
the problems of spam and fake engagement. We investigate each issue carefully,
including those that Ms. Zhang raises, before we take action or go out and make
claims publicly as a company."
After her firing, Zhang reposted her memo on her personal website, but made it
visible via a password that was only given to Facebook employees. She told the
Technology Review that Facebook asked her to take it down. She refused. Then her
hosting service shut down her website after allegedly receiving a complaint from the
social media giant.
She told FOX Business Thursday evening that her personal site remains shut down to
this day, and the memo has remained offline since Sept. 7, 2020. Facebook did not
immediately respond to a request for comment. The company regularly provides
updates on its efforts against what it calls coordinated inauthentic behavior, or CIB.
That can include using networks of fake accounts to share, like or comment on posts,
artificially boosting their engagement metrics and broadening their reach. The
company often bans hundreds or thousands of accounts at a time from both Facebook
and Instagram for engaging in such activities. Many of them have been linked to
Russia and Iran, but others have originated around the globe.
Fox News’ Brian Flood contributed to this report.

Deadly drone attack on tanker escalates Iran-Israel maritime tensions
Jonny Hallam, Kareem El Damanhoury, Barbara Starr and Sheena McKenzie - CNN
Maritime tensions are escalating in the Middle East following the deadly attack on a
tanker connected to an Israeli billionaire in the Arabian Sea.

Johan Victor/AP The Liberian-flagged oil tanker Mercer Street off Cape Town, South
Africa in 2016.
Two crew members, a Briton and a Romanian, died on Thursday when the Mercer
Street tanker was attacked by an armed drone believed to be operated by Iran off the
coast of Oman.
The US, Israel and the UK are blaming Iran for the attack, which Tehran denies.
Speaking Sunday at a cabinet meeting, Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said
Iran was denying the attack "in a very cowardly manner" and that Israel has
intelligence evidence that it was behind the incident.
"I say absolutely that Iran is the one that carried out the attack against the ship,"
Bennett said. "The thuggish behavior of Iran is dangerous not only to Israel but also
to the global interest in freedom of shipping and international trade."
Iran denied involvement in the attack on Sunday. "The illegitimate occupying regime
of Israel must stop the false accusations," the country's Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Saeed Khatibzadeh said in his weekly news conference, according to
semi-official news agency Mehr.
"This is not the first time that the Zionist regime has made such accusations against
Iran. This regime has taken violence and insecurity with it wherever it has gone,"
Khatibzadeh added.
In a statement issued Sunday, UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab condemned the
attack and said the UK believes it is "highly likely" that Iran carried it out.

"We believe this attack was deliberate, targeted, and a clear violation of international
law by Iran. UK assessments have concluded that it is highly likely that Iran attacked
the MV MERCER STREET in international waters off Oman on 29 July using one or
more Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)," the statement said.
Reports of drone noises, then explosions
The vessel was traveling from Dar es Salaam in Tanzania to Fujariah in the United
Arab Emirates with no cargo onboard, the ship's management firm said.
It is reportedly sailing under a Liberian flag, according to the maritime tracking
website Marine Traffic. The ship is Japanese-owned and managed by Zodiac
Maritime, an international management company headquartered in London and led
by Israeli shipping magnate Eyal Ofer.
Zodiac also confirmed Friday that the tanker was under its own power and moving to
a safe location with a US naval escort. US officials have not said which port the
vessel will go to.
A security official with knowledge of the preliminary investigation said the crew
reported hearing drone noises followed by explosions, and eruptions in the water. The
boat then went radio silent.
The boat's driver and a security detail then remained on the bridge to pilot the vessel,
and were hit in the attack, they added. The dead Briton was a member of the security
personnel, the official said.
A US defense official familiar with the details of the incident said Friday that the
tanker was attacked by an armed drone thought to be operated by Iran. Another
official said the US responded "to an emergency distress call of an apparent UAV
style attack," and that the ship was escorted to port by the USS Ronald Reagan
aircraft carrier and the USS Mitscher destroyer.
The tanker's crew reported that the drone exploded into its super structure on
Thursday, the first US official said. They also reported an unsuccessful attempted
drone attack earlier in the day but said that drone fell into the water. The US military
has long noted Iran has drones that operate by flying into targets and exploding on
impact.
An official source at Oman's Maritime Security Center told Oman News Agency on
Friday that the incident happened outside Omani waters, the agency said.
Oman sent jets and a Navy ship to the location of the attack, and Omani officials say
they were told by the ship and its crew it would continue sailing without the need for
assistance, the agency reported.
Deep concerns
This incident comes amid heightened tensions between Israel and Iran and follows a
series of attacks on tankers in the Gulf of Oman in recent years, which the US has
blamed on Iran.
Israel's Foreign Minister Yair Lapid said that the world needs to stand up to Iran
after the incident.

"Iran isn't only an Israeli problem but an exporter of terror, destruction and
instability which harms the entire world. We must never remain silent in the face of
Iranian terrorism, which also harms freedom of navigation," Lapid said in a
statement on Twitter.
Lapid added that he had told his British counterpart, Dominic Raab, that the attack
on the ship needed a strong response. The UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office
said it was "deeply concerned" by the incident off the coast of Oman, in a statement
on Twitter.
"Our thoughts are with the loved ones of the British and Romanian nationals killed in
the incident," the statement said. "Vessels must be allowed to navigate freely in
accordance with international law," it added.
Ambrey, the maritime security company that employed the UK crewman killed in the
attack, also said in a statement that it was "currently working closely with our client
and the relevant authorities, whilst offering all the support possible to the victim's
next of kin.
"Our thoughts are with the family and friends of those involved at this incredibly sad
time."

'Bodies on the streets': fighting brings death and destruction to Afghan cities
AFP
Families abandoned their homes in droves, air strikes rained down on
neighbourhoods and bodies filled the streets as the Taliban took their fight to
Afghanistan's cities over the weekend, starting a new bloody chapter in the country's
long war.

HOSHANG HASHIMI An Afghan National Army commando stands guard on top of a
vehicle along a road in the Enjil district of Herat province
Residents in the southern city of Lashkar Gah said the Taliban were fighting pitched
battles from "street to street" with Afghan security forces and had surrounded the
police headquarters and governor's office.
"The aircraft are bombing the city every minute. Every inch of the city has been
bombed," Badshah Khan, a resident of Lashkar Gah, the capital of Helmand province,
told AFP by phone. "You can see dead bodies on the streets. There are bodies of
people in the main square," he added.
The government remained in control of Lashkar Gah as of late Sunday thanks to the
constant barrage of air strikes, but the future of the provincial capital seemed to hang
from a thread as wave after wave of insurgents entered the city.
Violence has soared across Afghanistan since early May when the Taliban launched a
sweeping offensive across large swaths of the country as the US military began its
final withdrawal following nearly 20 years of operations. The Taliban gobbled rural
districts at a rapid rate, often without a fight.
But the country's military has been digging in to defend a string of provincial capitals
scattered across Afghanistan -- including Lashkar Gah, Kandahar and Herat.
Following a brief lull in fighting during the Eid al-Adha holidays late last month, the
Taliban appear to have turned their attention to capturing cities, launching withering
onslaughts on several provincial capitals.
- 'Situation getting worse' In Lashkar Gah, resident Hazrat Omar Shirzad was livid after the Taliban forced
him out of his house to take shelter from the air strikes. "The Islamic Emirate set the
earth ablaze and the republic put the sky on fire. Nobody cares about the nation,"
said Shirzad.
Fighting was also reported in Herat near the border with Iran to the west for a third
straight day, where militants swarmed the outskirts of the capital. "With every passing
day the security situation is getting worse," said Agha Reza, a businessman in Herat.
"There is a 90 percent chance Herat city will collapse to the Taliban," he warned,
saying that it lacked a steady supply of electricity and key roads were blocked due to
clashes.
A school teacher in Herat on condition of anonymity told AFP that only some schools
were open in the city as children preferred to stay indoors.
"Last night we heard a lot of planes over the city... Today, I went to school and only
boys had dared to come," she said.
Fighters with veteran warlord Ismail Khan whose militia helped US-led foreign
forces topple the Taliban regime in 2001 have rallied to save the city, marching
shoulder to shoulder with Afghan security forces in the streets headed to the front.

And in Kandahar, days of fighting have displaced thousands of people who crowded
into the city centre to escape the crossfire on the edge of the provincial capital.
Kandahar resident Khalid Hewadmal said the Taliban were forcing residents out of
their homes as they moved closer into the city.
"On Friday they had warned residents to leave their homes," said Hewadmal.
Kandahar was the birthplace of the Taliban movement and the fall of the city would
deliver a massive blow to the government, effectively splitting the country into two
before winter, when retaking of territory is particularly difficult.
The government has repeatedly dismissed the militants' steady gains over the summer
as lacking strategic value but has largely failed to reverse their momentum on the
battlefield

US Marine quick reaction force deployed twice in last 30 days
Natasha Anderson - Daily Mail
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The U.S. Marine Corps deployed its Security Augmentation Unit (MSAU) twice in the
past 30 days to help defend embassies in Africa and the Caribbean.
A team was sent to Haiti on July 16 in wake of the assassination of President Jovenel
Moïse, Fox News reported. This mission was said to be 'out of an abundance of
caution'.
Moïse was gunned down in his home in Port-au-Prince before dawn on July 7, setting
off a new political crisis in the Caribbean country that has struggled with poverty,
lawlessness and instability.
The deployment came just weeks after thirteen Marines were positioned in Eswatini,
located in the southwestern portion of Africa, following an outbreak of civil unrest.

a group of people standing around a fire
The interim Haitian government requested members of the United Nations, including
the U.S., to deploy troops to help protect the country's infrastructure following the
assassination.
According to the Marine Corps Times, President Joe Biden was 'not open to the
request'.
'We're only sending American Marines to our embassy,' Biden said. 'The idea of
sending American forces to Haiti is not on the agenda.'
Protests by angry Moïse supporters have turned violent in the slain leader's
hometown of Cap-Haitien. Gunshots rang out while demonstrators blocked roads,
demanded justice and threatened to disrupt his funeral.

Haitian police said Friday that a total of 27 people, including four officers, have been
arrested in Moïse's killing. Others are still being sought in connection with attack.
Another nine officers were being held in isolation for questioning, apparently among
a total of 44 people held to determine what responsibility they may have had in the
killing or to determine if they were negligent in their duties.
Police say eighteen of those formally arrested are former Colombian soldiers. Police
are still looking for various suspects, including a former rebel leader and an
ex-Haitian senator. Officials say it remains unclear who organized and financed the
assassination. Biden has stated he does not anticipate a broader deployment of
American troops to Haiti.

MSAU deployment to Haiti came just 17 days after a team was sent
to Eswatini, Africa's last absolute monarchy, following an outbreak of violent
demonstrations in the kingdom last month.
Thousands of protesters took to the streets to publicly denounce the monarch's
leader, King Mswati III, who allegedly lives in luxury while his citizens starve.
Civil society and opposition groups led demonstrations in the nation's capital cities of
Manzini and Mbabane, looting shops and ransacking properties, some of which
belonged to the king.
At least 27 people died as police clashed with protesters in some of the worst unrest in
the country's history. Activists said police opened fire on a crowd Manzini, injuring at
least two people and arresting 15 others.
King Mswati III appointed a new prime minister just over a week ago, reportedly
ignoring calls for democratic reforms.

The MSAU, a quick reaction force comprised of 145 Marines, was founded in 2013.
The two most recent deployments mark the force's 106th and 107th missions.
According to the Marine Corps, the MSAU is in 'a high state of readiness and can
rapidly respond when called upon'.
The team's primary mission is to provide specially trained augmentation security
forces to designated U.S. diplomatic and consular facilities overseas.
MSAU Marines are trained in medical, close quarters battle, marksmanship, as well
as security analysis and augmentation to existing security at various diplomatic
facilities.
'Marines assigned to duty at MSAU are screened by Marine Corps Embassy Security
Group Headquarters for performance, decision making, and leadership and tactical
skills,' Capt. Andrew Wood, a Marine spokesman, told Fox News.
'Once assigned to the unit, the MSAU staff assess each Marine's ability and provide
advanced training in MSG and Diplomatic Security skills.'
The MSAU was founded after the 2012 attack on Benghazi, a city in Libya, left a U.S.
Ambassador and three other Americans dead. New corps members undergo training
at the Marine Security Guard School in Quantico for six weeks and then serve at an
overseas post before they can be recommended by a region commander to join the
MSAU.

Infrastructure Bill Set to be Voted Out of Senate This Week
Emily Cochrane - The New York Times
The Senate is expected to advance a $1 trillion infrastructure bill this week after
lawmakers spent the weekend finalizing the sprawling measure, which would fund
roads, bridges and dams as well broadband and climate resiliency projects.

T.J. Kirkpatrick for The New York Times. Senators Mitt Romney, Republican of Utah,
and Susan Collins, Republican of Maine, leave the Senate chamber at the Capitol on
Sunday as lawmakers awaits the text of the infrastructure bill.
The Senate remained in Washington for an unusual weekend session, as negotiators
and legislative staff haggled over last-minute changes to the 2,702-page bill. The
process has been further complicated by a lack of trust between the two parties, as
senior lawmakers and their staff work to help translate the agreement struck by the
White House and a group of bipartisan senators.
“I know it has been difficult, and I know it has been long,” said Senator Kyrsten
Sinema, Democrat of Arizona and a lead negotiator, speaking on the Senate floor just
before 9 p.m. “And what I’m proud to say is that is what our fore founders intended.”
The $1 trillion legislation that negotiators filed Sunday evening would provide $550
billion in new federal funds to shore up the nation’s aging public works system, on
top of the expected continuation of existing federal infrastructure programs.
Lawmakers contended their legislation was fully paid for through a patchwork of
financing provisions that included repurposing pandemic relief funds and
strengthening tax enforcement for cryptocurrencies. (In a speech on the Senate floor
that stretched past 10 p.m. on Sunday, Senator Mike Lee, Republican of Utah, raised
questions about that assessment.)
The Senate agreed last week to take up the bill, even though the bill’s text had not yet
been finalized.
“We haven’t done a large bipartisan bill of this nature in a long time,” said Senator
Chuck Schumer, Democrat of New York and the majority leader, on the Senate floor
on Sunday as he prepared to unveil the text.
The legislation, he added, “is designed to bring our infrastructure up-to-date for a
new century, and that is a significant achievement.”

Democratic leaders remain adamant that the Senate will vote on both the bipartisan
infrastructure bill and a $3.5 trillion budget blueprint before leaving Washington for
a scheduled August recess.
The budget measure is intended to unlock the caucus’s ability to pass an expansive
economic package that will address climate change, health care and education. It is
expected to pass with just Democratic votes, although key moderates in the party have
signaled they may not support a final package of that size.
But the Senate cannot take up the budget blueprint until the chamber is finished
working on the bipartisan infrastructure bill. That process is likely to drag into the
week, as Mr. Schumer has agreed to allow for additional amendments to the
legislation. It is unclear how many amendments there will be, or what changes they
could cause in the legislation.
“This bill is good for America,” said Senator Susan Collins, Republican of Maine and
a key negotiator, speaking on CNN’s “State of the Union” on Sunday.
“Every senator can look at bridges and roads and need for more broadband,
waterways in their states, seaports airports, and see the benefits, the very concrete
benefits, no pun intended, of this legislation.”

Kristina Timanovskaya: Poland grants Belarusian Olympic sprinter humanitarian
visa
By Helen Regan, Robert Iddiols, Sebastian Shukla and Taylor Barnes, - CNN
Belarusian sprinter Kristina Timanovskaya received a humanitarian visa from Poland
on Monday, hours after she refused to board a flight out of Japan saying she was
being forced to return to her native country against her will and that she feared
arrest.

Issei Kato/Reuters Belarusian athlete Kristina Timanovskaya talks with a police
officer at Haneda international airport in Tokyo, Japan August 1, 2021.
REUTERS/Issei Kato
Poland's Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, Marcin Przydacz, announced on
Twitter that Timanovskaya had been granted the visa. "Poland will do whatever is
necessary to help her to continue her sporting career. [Poland] always stands for
solidarity," he posted. Earlier Monday, Reuters reported that Timanovskaya had been
seen entering the Polish embassy.
Late Sunday, the 24-year-old Olympic athlete was moved from Tokyo's Haneda
Airport and "secured by police in a special shelter," where she was said to be "safe
for now," according to Anatol Kotau, of the Belarus Sports Solidarity Foundation,
which represents athletes repressed by Belarusian authorities.

Issei Kato/Reuters Belarusian athlete Kristina Timanovskaya is escorted by police
officers at Haneda international airport in Tokyo, Japan August 1.
The International Olympic Committee (IOC) said earlier on Monday that
Timanovskaya had spent the night at an airport hotel and was in the hands of
Japanese authorities.
IOC spokesman Mark Adams said in a daily press briefing the IOC has asked the
Belarus National Olympic Committee for a full written report on the situation.
"We're talking again to her this morning to understand what the next steps could be
and what she wants to pursue, and we will give her support in that decision," Adams
said, adding that the United Nations refugee agency (UNHCR) is involved in her
case.
Timanovskaya was set to compete in the women's 200 meters at the Tokyo Olympics
on Monday but said representatives of the Belarus national team tried to forcibly send
her back to her home country after she criticized national sporting authorities for
entering her into the 4x400 meter relay without her consent.

Kotau, who is in direct contact with Timanovskaya, said team officials came to the
Olympic Village on Sunday afternoon and asked her to "pack her belongings as a
decision had been made for her to return to Minsk."
She was scheduled to leave on a 10:50 p.m. flight to Istanbul but upon arriving at the
airport, Timanovskaya approached a Japanese police officer and asked to apply for
political asylum, Kotau said.

Martin Meissner/AP Kristina Timanovskaya, of Belarus, runs in the women's 100
meters at the Tokyo Olympics on July 30.
"I am afraid that I might be jailed in Belarus," Timanovskaya said in an interview
with the Belarusian sports news site Tribuna on Sunday. "I am not afraid of being
fired or kicked out of the national team. I'm concerned about my safety. And I think
that at the moment it is not safe for me in Belarus. I didn't do anything, but they
deprived me of the right to participate in the 200 meter race and wanted to send me
home."
Throughout the Cold War, numerous athletes defected from the Soviet Union and
communist eastern bloc countries during major overseas sporting competitions.
Though such acts have become rarer since the fall of the Soviet Union, defections
from other nations continue to occur.
Last month, 20-year-old Ugandan weightlifter Julius Ssekitoleko went missing after
leaving a note saying his life in Uganda was too difficult and he wanted to work in
Japan. He was found and transferred to police custody. Multiple African Olympians
reportedly went missing during the 2012 London Games -- with Eritrea's
flag-carrying runner Weynay Ghebresilasie among those applying for asylum in the
United Kingdom.
Unlike these athletes, however, Timanovskaya did not appear to set out with the
intention of defecting for political reasons, and instead appears to have been forced
into the act after speaking out against an official decision to include her in a race she
has not run before.
Sports and politics in Belarus

Timanovskaya did not say exactly what she feared she would be jailed over, but
Belarusian athletes have faced retaliation, been detained, and excluded from national
teams for criticizing the government following mass protests last year against
longstanding strongman Alexander Lukashenko.
Thousands of people were arrested in the protests, which were brutally suppressed by
authorities amid widespread reports of abuse and torture. The Belarusian leader has
ruled the country for 27 years and was in charge of the country's National Olympic
Committee (NOC) for decades before his eldest son, Viktor, took over in February.
However, the IOC refused to recognize Lukashenko's son, saying in a statement the
Belarus NOC had "not appropriately protected the Belarusian athletes from political
discrimination." In December, the IOC banned both Lukashenko and his son from
attending the Tokyo Games.
On Sunday, Belarusian opposition leader Svetlana Tikhanovskaya called on the IOC
and Japanese authorities to ensure Timanovskaya's safety and to investigate the
management of the Belarus NOC. She referenced the detention of a dissident
journalist who was arrested after his Ryanair flight from Greece to Lithuania was
diverted and forced to land in Belarus in May.
"The regime's hijack of the Ryanair plane was just the start of Lukashenka's
international terror. They kidnapped Pratasevich & Sapega, they tried to kidnap
Belarusian athlete Krystsina Tsymanouskaya. I call on authorities and IOC to ensure
safety for all Belarusian athletes," Tikhanovskaya said in a tweet.
The Belarus Sports Solidarity Foundation (BSSF) was formed in August 2020 during
anti-government protests against the disputed re-election of Lukashenko, who has
held power of the eastern European nation since 1994. It provides legal and financial
support to athletes who have been targeted for expressing their political views.
BSSF's Kotau said Timanovskaya will decide on Monday where to apply for asylum.
She has so far received declarations from Japan, Poland, and the Czech Republic,
each offering visas.
Timanovskaya spoke out against Belarus sports officials
Timanovskaya told Belarusian sports outlet Tribuna that she had never competed in
the 400 meters and was "outraged" by the decision to include her in the relay event.
"I would never in my life begin to react so harshly if they would come up to me in
advance, explain the situation and find out if I can run 400 meters and I am ready?
But they decided to do everything behind my back despite the fact that I tried to find
out this information but was only ignored," she wrote in an Instagram post on Friday.
While her comments don't appear to be political, her apparent criticism of an official
decision hit a nerve in a country where dissent is increasingly being punished,
especially since elections last year.
After recording a video on Instagram venting her frustrations, she said that "(team
officials) started calling me with threats and demanding to delete the video if I want

to go ahead in sports. At first, I refused to delete it for a long time, but then I did it, so
that they stop calling me."
The Belarus NOC said Sunday that Timanovskaya was withdrawn from the Games
due to her "emotional and psychological state," a claim the athlete disputes.
"According to the doctors' conclusion, due to the emotional and psychological state of
the Belarusian track and field athlete Kristina Timanovskaya, the coaching staff of the
national track and field team decided to stop the athlete's performance at the Games
of the XXXII Olympics," the committee said in a statement on their Facebook page.
"Therefore, the athlete's application for participation in the qualifying races for the
200 meter and in the 4x400 meter relay has been withdrawn," it added.
Timanovskaya said a psychologist came to speak with her in a way she described as
"nonsense."
"No doctors came up to me. No one examined me," she said.
"I have a good psychological state, even despite the fact that such a situation was
going on. I am holding up normally, I have no health problems, no traumas, no
mental issues. I was ready to run."
Timanovskaya said Yuri Moisevich, the head coach of the national athletics team, told
her that "this issue is no longer at the level of the federation (of athletics), neither at
the level of the Ministry of Sports, but at a higher level."
"That I should be eliminated from the Olympics, returned home, because I am in the
way of the team performing," she said.
According to the BSSF, Timanovskaya's husband has left Belarus and is in a "safe
place."
(CNN has reached out to Timanovksaya, the Belarusian National Olympic Team and
the Belarusian Embassy in Tokyo for more information, but has not received a
response.)

